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Abtmct

~is tutorialprovidesanoverviewofseveral&cumentengineeringtechniqueswhichareapplicabletothe
authoringofWorldWideWeb hcuments. It illustrates how pre- WWW hyperteti research is applicable to the

development of m infowtion resources.

Definitions

For the purposes of this tutorifl, a Web document (or hypertext document) is a coUection of Web pages (or
.hypertext pages). Each Web p~ is typic~y a single computer file. ~is file may or may not be art ASCII file
contining H~L markup.

A Web site can be thought of as a single Web document if it represents a single, logical information space. As
a resdt the t=hniques described in this paper maybe used in the design of a Web site.

Web Document En~ineering ~DE) is defined as the apphcation of softwa~ enginwring Wtiques to the
design of Web documents. WDE rdso incorporates techniques unique to the support and development of the
hypertext or hypermedia medium which have resulted from the research and development in hypertext
systems. In addition, WDE draws from experience found in the established discipties of human+ omputer
interaction and on-he documentation authoring.

my Web Document Engineering?

At a time when potentird Web authors and information providers are told “teach yourself Web publishing in a
week,” why is Web Document Engineering important? me simplicity of =L often leads to spontaneous

~’markup as you go”) page and document design. From a software perspective, many of these pages are ana-
logous to the “spaghetti code” produced by inexperienced programmers.

Software engineering techniques facilitate the design of large and complex software projects. Components of
these projects are often independently designed and coded modules produced by different programming staffs.
A precise spec~lcation of the functionality of these modtdes and their interfaces is what makes these projects

successfd. me most obvious goal of software enginwring is that the software solution meet the stated require-
ments. Four properties that are sufficiently general to be accepted as gods for the entire disciphne of software

engineering are:

1. mod~lability
2. efficiency
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3. re~bifi~
4. understandability

The go~ of WDE are sitiar to those of software engineering - to produu a structured, maintainable, modi-
fiable system (i.e., document) capable of performing the function for which it is intendd. However, Web/

hypertext projects differ from traditional software development proj=ts in seved critical ways.

- they may involve different skifl sets in addition to software designers and programme~,
- the design of a Webfiypertext document usually involves capturing and organizing a complex infor-

mation domain and making that domain accessible to users;
inclusion of multimedifiypermedia presents additiond challenges.

Webhypertext document design is the~fore a challenging process that is currenfly more of an art than a
wience. The need for prototyping and intensive testing with users is even more pronounced in Webhypertext
development than it is in traditional software development because the level of user tolerance to emors in Web
documents is very low. Software developers should always attempt to take advantage of their programming
medium by using their knowledge of their apphcation environment (e.g., language, fide system, etc.). Web
document authors shotid likewise folly utilize the medium that hypertext affords.

me Background of Web Document Engineering

-Contrary to the conception of many, the World Wide Web is not the fwst hypertext system - although it is
certainly the most successful. Systems with names such as Memex, Xanadu, Augment, and ~g do not have
the household familiarity that WWW has. Research into hypertexfiypermedia systems has&n going on for
more than thirty years. Much of this resemh has led to tools and twhniques which codd (and shodd) be appli-
cable to the Web. Many of what appear to be new problems are actually old problems which have re-surfaced.
Web Document Engineering draws upon some of this earlier work and upon work being conducted in support

of contemporary hypertext systems to WWW.

h this tutonrd, I wdl briefly describe three hypertext design methodologies which can contribute to Web
Document Engineering. Each of these methodologies emphasti the importance of Webhypertext document
usabifity. In each, document navigation plays a key role since one of the most important factors in the success
of a document is the ease with which a user is able to navigate within it, following hnks between the pages
which compose it. Each methodology dso pays attention to a user’s perception of how the information within
the document is organized. It is my belief that consideration of Web Document Engineering complements the
attention page authors should give to content. The net result wi~ be to address the observations made by Jakob
Neilsen in his usability studies at Sun Microsystems —’People have very Etfle patience with poorly designed
WWW sites. As one user put iti ‘the more well-organimd a page is, the more faith I will have in the informa-
tion.’”

Design Methodologies

Each of the three hypertext design methodologies discussed has a different focus.

one is structure-based with emphasis on the overaU structure of the Webhypertext document and the
implied relationships between pages presented by that structure;

— one is relationship-based; This method analyzes the relationships between the components of the docu-
ment (page~ypertext nodes) and suggests the document design accordingly.
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one is infomation-based; ~is method concentrates more on content organization. me page relation-

ships are a function of the anticipated use of the Webkypertext document.

Each of the methodologies discussed assumes a Web document development cycle such as the fo~owing

(adapted from Isakowitz, Stohr, and Bdasubmmanian).

me Feasibili& step in tils development cycle would likely result in the generation of a feasibility document

(probably not a hypertext document). h tils document, issues such as user n~s and objwtives would need to
be addressed. Whfie this is a critical element in the WDE process, it is beyond the scope of this tutond. ~s
step would be followed by an fnformatio~avi~ation Rauimments ~dvsis leading to the development of a
requirements document. It is from the requirements document that the document designer/author works

Each of the methodologies (or perhaps some combination) described in this tutorial are applicable in tie -
matio~avi~ation Desizn phase. It is in this phase hat the actual structure of and ~lationships within the

Webhyprtext document begin to take shape. It can generally be assumed that pagddocument content devel-
opment occurs independently of this procedure. While one of the methodologies described is information-

based, it does not address issues of content quality and quantity.

h the Conversion Protocol Desin step, each element resulting from the Informatioflavigation Design step is
coded into tie relevant format. For Web documents, this would usuafly indicate expressing the relationship via an
~L construct User hterface Design involves the design of the “look and fee~ of wh element appearing in

the ~ormatio~avigation Design model. User interfw design wodd likely include the descriptions of buttons,
content layou~indices, and the page location of navigational took (e.g., menubars, etc.) Dwisions about how

link traversti and navigational mechanisms are to be implemented m made in the Run-time Behavior Design.
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It is dso at this time when the page author considers the run-time impact of stitic versus dynamic pages and the

use of server-side (CGI) scripts.

The Information Structure Approach

Even if the decision to author a document in hypertext is a good one, poor design of the document can easily
prewnt major problems. Just kcause document content has&n defined into pages and links defined does

not ensure that the document will be effwtive or attractive. “Successful hypertex~ just as any successful
writing projmt, depends on good design of the contents. The hypertext author who creates a new work or the
hypertext editor who takes existing materials and puts them into hypertext form must take great care to produce

excellence. The designer who assumes that it is safe to throw everything into the hypertext network and let the
reader sort it out wfll be surprised by the negative reactions” (Shneiderman and Kearsley 1989).

The potentifl positive and negative impact of creating a hypertext document is retized when defining the Rel-
ationshipsbetween the pages of that document. Figure 2. is an adaptation from Brockmann, Horton, and Brock
(Brockmann and others 1989) evaluating the powers and risks associated with four common information orga-

nization structures.

The rectangles in this figure represent elementipages within the structure of a document.

k gened, the= structures represent an information space, a generalization of the hypertext document concept.

A information space resembles an information database structured according to content and anticipated use.

The Sequence Structure

The simplest of these information structures is the wuence. This structure is the easiest of the structures to
design and navigate through because it most closely resembles a conventional paper document. One of the
positives ~pros”) of this structure is Mat it is predictable. Users of a document structu~d in this manner are

presented with a familiar and comfortable model. Links between pages are very well defined and navigation is
linear (i.e., either forward or backward). Therefore, it is unliely (if not impossible) for a reader to become
“lost” while ~ading a document of this form.

Documents structured in this manner are the least Wely candidates for hypertext. There is typically not a
“ric~ relationship between the content of the pages. Except for the navigational hnks, each of the pages would

actually be a “dead en&’ (i.e., containing no links) page.
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Linear documents “converte& to hypertext (modified by the addition of page navigation li~ - previous page,

next page, etc.) such as page-oriented, on-hne documentation are examples of an implementation of the

quence structure.

The Grid Structure

me ~ structure is the fit of the information structures which can be perceived as multi-dimensiond. It can

be used to defiie sign~lcanfly richer relationships between pages than is possible with the sequence structure.
k general, the grid contains pages whose relationships are best described in a tabular fashion.

For example, the grid structure can provide a mechanism for rep~senting the chronological relationship
between the pages of a hypertext document. me following example document dewnbes and compares the
scientific research conducted at two high energy physics laboratories - CERN (me European Center for
Nuclear Research) and SLAC (me Stanford Linear Accelerator Center).

me document can be represented as a four-row, two+olumn grid composed of eight “pages: me relation-
ships between the pages and how a reader navigates through the document is defined by its grid structure.
Column navigation reflects the chronological progress of research at each laboratory. Row navigation permits
a comparison of the reseamh for the laboratories during the same time period. Any other navigational paths
betw=n pages represent a =mingly tilogicd ~uence (e.g., a discussion of CERN reseamh during the 19WS
immediately followed by a discussion of SLAC research during the lNs).

While the grid structure can be very expressive, it is flso very fragfle. Small changes in the organization of a

document with this structure can result in the need for a major re-structuring of the page relationships. In this
example, the addition of an additiond laboratory to the model appears to severely jeopardize the direct rek-
tionships betw=n pages of the different laboratories in the same time period. ‘Such a restriction indicates that

a document should be designed according to the grid structure only if that document is expected to remain
stable and not undergo any major changes.

The Tree Structure

Use of a ~ structure in a hypertext document allows pages to be presented in a hierarchical fashion. Lke the
grid structure, navigation betw=n the pages is best defined multi-dimensiondly.

me tree is perhaps the most common structure for documents which are written moddarly. A frquentiy used

example of a document with a tree structure is one which is navigated according to its table of contents. “Home
pages” are often designed hierarchicrdly with a tree structure. me following document is designed as a tree
with a “home page” as the root node, the fwst level nodes as “submenus”, and dl remaining nodes consisting

of individud pages or documents.
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Intirmtioml
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L&e the squence structure, the tree structure is Ikely to present an organizational model with which many
users are famifiar and comfortable. However, document authors and maintainers are dso lkely to encounter
problems which are common to a hierarchical data structure.

Relationships betw~n the elements of a tree structure are typically difflctit to mod@. For example, in the

-previous figure, the structure indicates that any W between informational pages and the root page must
follow a path including a major submenu. my di~t lti between these pages would violate the relationships
defined by the structure and alter the common navigational tools of each page. Con~uentiy, it may be a rare
circumstance when a “pure” tree structure is actually used.

me tr= structure is limiting in the manner by which pages can be added. h the example, adding a new page at
the first level of the informational pages which is a new “chfl&’ of one of the existing major submenu pages,
would force the modification of navigational hk in multiple pages. L&e hierarchical data structures, docu-
ments with a tr= structure may periodicdy have to be “prune& if the structure komes “too shdlow’’(i.e.,
too many pages at the same hierarchical level) or “too deep” (i.e., too many hierarchical levels).

~e Web Structure

me ~ structure is r~ognizably the most expressively powerful of the structures as well as the most poten-
tially dangerous to a user. Pages and their liti can be organized in any topological pattern which best defines

their relationships and the navigational paths within the document. me document can be viewed as mult-
dimensiond (i.e., hyper-spatid). From a user’s perspective, the relationships within the document may appear
hopelessly confusing. For example, tools for navigation within such a document become critical in order to

prevent a user from becoming hopelessly lost or confused.
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For the design of complex web structures, the Relationship Management Methodology Approach may be

applicable (I*owitz, Stohr, and Bdasubramanian 195). h this method, entity-relationship tools are used to

define the complex relationships encountered in a hypertext document structured as a web.

Composite Stmcmres

Quite often the document structure is best expressed as a comDosite structure - some combination of the four
fundamenti structures. This structure can best be rerdized when a “page” of a document is actually another
independent document or a bre& from the fundamental document structure.

Composite structures can dso be used to represent mom subfle relationships within Web~ypertext documents
and to resolve what may initially appear to be design issues or flaws.

h the previous example of the use of the grid structure, the applicability of that structure to the document
design would appear to collapse if another laboratory (e.g., FermiLab) were added. Adding another column to
rep~sent FermiLab wodd disrupt the navigational model between pages presented in the structure.

However, this problem is prevented if each row of the grid is considered as a web structure (actually three
pages in a ring) rather than as ~uence s~ctures. Consequently the freedom of navigation between laborato~
pages in each decade is preserved. This “composite” grid structure is described as follows:

l%Ob

l~b

twk

lwob

The Relationship Management Methodology Approach

The Relationship Management Methodology (RMM) was first proposed by Tomas Is&owitz, Edward Stohr,

and P. Balasubrarnanian. This is perhaps the most robust and complete of the methodologies described in this
tutorial.

RMM is an entity-relationship based technique. Entitv-relationship modelling is an analysis technique usually

associated with database design and more rwently object-oriented programming. When adopted for WDE the
major differences are in the finds of entities modelled. Entities are objwts modeled in terms of the roles they

play in a s~ific system. E the system is that of a Webhypertext document, then those entities are pages (or
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co~ections of pages) which are present in that documen~ Relationship s are named associations between two or

more entities.

Entity relationships can be represented graphically in entitv-relationshi~ dia~rams @~). The most common

graphical notation represents entities as rectangles and relationships as diamonds. Arrows and labels indicate
the direction of the relationship. Ems are often created from a narrative description of a system’s subjwt

matter by turning nouns into entities and verbs into relationships.

k the following example, entities and relationships describe a simple Web~ypertext document for a service

organization.

The example can be read as

- the Organization is composed of Staffi Staff composes the Organization;
the Organization provides Service& Services a~ provided by the Organization;
the Stif performs Services; Services are performed by the Staff.

E each of the entities in WISEm (Organi~tion, Staff, Services) are rep~sented by hypertext pages or colle-
ctionsof pages, then the relationships described between the entities can be used to describe the navigational
links between the entity/pages. These relationships may be simple hypertext links or more complex structures
designed to completely describe use of the entity.These links must dso be capable of expressing a one-to-many
or a many-to-one relationship when the entities are compound. RMM describes a number of access primitives
in order to describe such relationships.

RMM supports navigation across different entities via indices, guided tours, and groupings. An* acts as a
table of contents to a list of entity instances, providing direct access to each listed item. A guided tour imple-
ments a linear path through a collection of items, allowing the user to move either forward or backward on the

path. There are a number of useful vtiations on guided tours. For example, a circular guided tour links the last
element back to the first a guided tour with return to main has a unique mechanism that contains information
about the guided tour itself and is both the starting and ending point of the tour; a guided tour with entrance and

@ has different entrance and exit mechanisms.

The following example i~ustrates how a simple guided tour might be used to express the relationships in the

Staff entity of the previous example.
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me same entity described as an index node is

me indexed guide tour provides the richest description of the Staff entity.

As the finrd step of the Relationship Management Method, these constructs m incorporate into the entity-
relationship diagram to create what is referred to as the Relationship Mana~ement Data Model (RMDM). ~is
model provides the implementation criteria used in the conversion protocol design step of the Web develop-

ment cycle. h the reference, h~owitz et. d. describe the development of a RMDM to ~ML compiler.

Since entities themselves may have structure, RMM dso includes the slice desizn ~hase. Slicing involves
dividing an entity into meaningful units of information (slices) which are presented to users. Consequently,

entity slices are anflogous to Web~ypertext pages. If an entity contains more than one slice, the relationships

between slices are rdso expressed using the RMM access primitives. me size of slices can dso be determined
by other methods such as those considered in the Information Mapping Approach.
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The Information Mapping Approach

b gened, the decision to write a Webhypertext document should be based upon the structure of the content
of the document. me use of hypertext is most appropriate when,

the content of the document is a large body of information logically organiwd or structured into
multiple units or fragments;

these units or fragments are loosely associated with one another, though not nwesstiy in a ~uential
manneq

a user or reader of the document ody needs one unit or fragment of the content at any time.

~ese “Golden Rules of Hypertext” emphasim the units of information (e.g., the pages) which are delivered to

the document user. me siees of these units (or pages) reflects what the document author perceives a user needs
or can best use at any one point in time.

me Information Mapping Method, described by Robert Horn, is a co~ection of tools and twhniques designed
for the analysis of complex collections of information.~ese methods attempt to break away from a paper
page-based or paragraph-based paradigm. ~is method was initially developed for the design of on-line docu-
mentation (e.g., on-line manuals), but was found to address many of the critical design issues encountered in
hy~rtext autioring.

Information Blocks

Horn describes an information block as “the bmic subdivision of a subjmt matter, replacing the paragraph as
the fundamentrd unit of analysis and presentation in functional and task-oriented text.’~e art of using the
hformation Mapping Method is learning how to define these information blocks.

h general, information blocks are composed of between one and seven sentences andor graphicfl structures
and tables identified clearly with a label. =ntences, graphlcd entities, and tables are defined as chunks. me
magic number of chunks in an information block (approximately seven) is based upon human factors research
into the limitations of the capacity of human short term memory.

mere are four principles which can be apphed in the construction of information bloch

1. the chunkine DrinciDle- group rdl information into small manageable units called information blocks
and information maps;

2. the relevance DrinciDle - include in a chunk only information which rehtes to one major subject
poin~ relevance is determined according to that information’s pu~ose or function to the information

U%c
3. the consistence DrinciDle- for similar subject material, use similar words, labels, formats, organim-

tions, and sequences;
4. the labellin~ DrinciDle- label every chunk and group of chunks according to specific criteria.

me simdarity between the chunking and relevance principles and the “Golden Rules of Hypertext” strongly
suggests the apphcabllity of the hformation Blocking Method to the design of Web~ypertext documents.
Horn defines intuitive chunkin%as the dividing of information into chunks without knowing exactly why. Inm-

itive chunking is what drives authors to think about information in terms of paragraphs, pages, or screens.
Precision modularity or modular authoring means chunking information following spectilc principles and

guidelines.
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Infowtion Maps

me information block is the basic and sma~est unit of information. An information mao is defined as a coUW-

tion of two or more, but usually no more than nine, information blocks about a specific topic. Like the
information block, the number of units of information in an information map is based upon estimates of the

size/capacity of human short term memory. In a Web~ypertext documen~ pages would ordinarily be imple-
mentations of information maps. ~is presumes a page as king the basic chunk of information provided to a

user at one time. me page size consideration based on human short term memory attempts to insure that the
information contained on that page can be madfiy assimilated and processed by the user within standard
perceptual norms

Hype flrails.

tice the information bloc~pages have been identified, the Webfiypertext document can be constructed. me
hformation Mapping Method defines these documents as hypertra il~. More s~ificdly, a hypertrail is a set of
finks between chunks of information (information blocks and information maps) that organize and sequence
information about a particular function or characteristic of subject matters. By identifying a document with a
type of hypertrail, the functionality of that document and its intended user audience can be identiled. Like-
wise, authors could estabfish templates for documents corresponding to specific hypertrd types.

“A prerauisite h~m rtrail defines a set of links betw=n information maps, information blocks, etc. in those
circumstances where the connections specify which maptipages users must understand or which mapdpages
the document author wants to insure are read. Examples of the use of a pre~uisite hypertrail are on-line tuto-
riak, legacy documents organized as chapters, sections, subsections, etc., and commercial applications where
the document author would like to insure that a user visits the requisite pages.

A classification hvw rtmil defines a set of links in a hypertext document which enables a user to:

– find links higher or lower on a classification tie for a particular subjec~
— display a classification structure of a given region or area within the hypertext document.

me classification hypertrafi is a specific apphcation of the tree or hierarchical structure discussed earher. As
with that structure, it is important that the documenfiypertrail user be aware of the relationships and groupings

since they often represent implicit information about the document conten~

Chronolo~icd hvDertrailSare links between information maptipages that organize information with respect to
time. Examples of chronological hypertraik are those which p~sen~

— a ~uence of events;
a storytine;

- the naturrd development of a system.

Geo~raDhicd hvDcrtrafis link together descriptions and maps of geographical information. tie of the major
ways of organizing information is spatially. Geographical hypertrails permit a user to move through space (e.
g., zoom in and out, transfer from one physical location to another). ~Is type of hypertrail is especitily appli-

cable for graphical information (i.e., information maps with graphical blocks). Examples of WWW use of
geographical hypertrails are interactive graphics (in-line images with the ismap attribute).

Proiect hvpertrafls are specific kinds of chronological hypertrails that link planned and past events au of which
are focussed on a personal or group project. Projeck can be described as work organized around a specific god
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that will take longer than a simple task. Wortiows and project timehes are useful methods for expressing
relationships betw=n items of information.

Structure hvoertrails fink s~ific substructu~s described in information blocks to the larger structure. A user

can begin searching a structure hypertrti from any part of the structure or substructure in the hypertrafl. mere

is a logical similarity between geographical hypertraik and structure hypertraik. Geograpbicd hypertrails fink
spatial relationships betw=n different structures while structure hypertrails link subparts to a larger structure.

Decision hvm rtrails link dl of the information surrounding a decision-mting processi

Definition hvpertrails provide links between different meanings of a single term in a hypertext document or

betwmn related terms in one or more documents.

ExamDle hvoertrails fink examples provided within WeMypertext documents. k a typicrd implementation,

users & provided access to an example if and ody if they quest it by following a link.

Conclusion

L&e any large software project, the development of large and complex World Wide Web documents rquires
application of an engineering discipline. Research and development efforts in hypertext and hypermedia
systems have identified important twhniques and methodologies which are applicable to the design and

-authoring of Web documents. The use of such disciplines in the design of these documents addresses critical
design issues such as usability,maintainability, and modifiability. The continuing rapid growth of WWW and
related tihnologies will nwessitate ongoing development in Web Document Engin=ring (WDE).
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